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This weekend saw the penultimate weekend of 
Challenge Tour action in 2019 at Aldersley Leisure 
Village in Wolverhampton, and it was not short of 
drama with seven different finalists across the four 
events and now just £1,500 separating the top 6 in 
the Order of Merit.

The top two in the final rankings are rewarded with 
a two-year Tour Card, while the winner of the overall 
standings qualifies for the World Championship at 
Alexandra Palace. It was Stephen Burton and Boris 
Koltsov holding all the aces after the first three 
weekends, but only Koltsov managed to make a 
solitary quarter-final in the four events, leaving the 
door open for other players to take the initiative in 
those races.

In Event 13 on Saturday morning/afternoon, Cody 
Harris carried on his form from his semi-final on 
the ProTour last weekend with some impressive 
averages to make the last eight, but fell short against 
Dutch youngster Wessel Nijman. Eddie Lovely, Dennis 
Nilsson and Curtis Hammond suffered the same fate 
while former BDO World Champion Scott Waites and 
former JDC World Champion Rusty-Jake Rodriguez 
fell one win short of the final.

It was Nijman who would meet Cameron Menzies 
in that game for £2,000, and the Scotsman won 5-2 
to seal his second triumph in three finals in 2019. 
It was a vital step in his quest to finally win a Tour 
Card, while Nijman continues to impress on both 
secondary tours. Saturday’s second tournament also 
saw some recognisable names in the latter stages; 
former ProTour finalist Scott Taylor amongst them.

Dennis Nilsson went one step further than Event 
13, but lost out to Patrick Lynskey in the last four. 
Christian Gödl, Craig Quinn, and Taylor all lost in the 
quarter-finals, while Wessel Nijman continued his 
sublime day with a run to the semis. David Evans had 
been quietly been going about his business, the most 
notable display a 103 average against Prakash Jiwa in 
the last 64, also defeating Ritchie Edhouse on route 
to the final.

Lynskey made a final in the very first Challenge Tour 
of the year, but lost to Shaun Carroll on that occasion. 
However, he made amends in Event 14 despite an 
average five points lower than Evans, coming out 
with a 5-2 success, seeing him sit 8th in the Order of 
Merit at the end of the weekend. Sunday’s opening 
tournament gave us a real blast to the past, with 
Steve Hine, Dave Askew, Mark Walsh, Wes Newton 
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and Mark Frost 
all reaching the 
last 16.

From there, 
those names 
had varying 
levels of 
success: Walsh 
losing out in the quarter-finals 
to Jesús Noguera, Newton falling at the 
last four to Kyle McKinstry, and the other three all 
going out in the last 16. Joining Walsh in last eight 
disappointment were James Lawson, who earned his 
first ever Challenge Tour prize money, Martin O’Boyle 
and Kevin Garcia. Two-time Challenge Tour event 
winner Ritchie Edhouse made the semi-finals, but 
lost out to McKinstry as an undoubtedly deserved 
final was set up.

Lakeside quarter-finalist McKinstry started the day 
with a 112 average, and only averaged below 98.7 
twice on his way to a final with a similarly impressive 
Noguera, who posted several averages above 95. It 
was the Spaniard who took his second success of the 
year, though, to see him up to second on the overall 
standings after a last 16 run in the final event.

Steve Hine continued his solid showing on Sunday 
with an appearance in the quarter-finals of Event 16, 
as Kevin Garcia failed to get past that hurdle for the 
second tournament running and Peter Mitchell and 
Rhys Hayden also lost out. Hayden was whitewashed 
by an inspired David Evans, who produced a 103 
average on his way to his second final of the weekend. 
It would be against Callan Rydz as the pair saw off 
Justin Smith and Adam Huckvale in the semis.

However, it was a similar story for Evans as Rydz got 
off to a flying start and never really looked back to 
add a Challenge Tour title to his Development Tour 
title. Rydz ended the weekend 5th with Evans in 
15th, but it’s Cameron Menzies who leads with Jesús 
Noguera just £250 behind and a similar margin to 
Stephen Burton.

The upper echelons of the standings are packed with 
former stars and upcoming youngsters, so it is sure 
to be an exciting final weekend in Wigan at the end 
of the September as the battle for Tour Cards and 
the World Championship spot reaches its conclusion.

words: Jamie Cameron

CHALLENGE TOUR RACE HOTS UP AS MENZIES 
TAKES OVERALL LEAD

Challenge tour 
Photo Credit: Chris Dean, PDC



It was ‘business as usual’ for Michael van Gerwen at the start 
of the 2019 PDC season as he was sweeping all before him. On 
stage, up to and including the Premier League final ‘Mighty Mike’ 
had won 80.9% of the matches he’d played (62.5% of legs) which 
had resulted in him winning the Masters, European Darts Open, 
German Darts Grand Prix, German Darts Open, Austrian Darts 
Open and the Premier League itself. His only two real blips in this 
period were his early exits in the UK Open and German Darts 
Championship.

For a player we’re used to seeing dominating and performing 
outstandingly, since then he’s suffered an alarming drop in form, 
something which his second round exit in the World Matchplay 
has done little to convince those who continue to denigrate 
him, that his slump is over. In fact, he’s failed to win any of the 
following tournaments he’s entered: Dutch Darts Masters, World 
Cup of Darts, Czech Darts Open, US Darts Masters, German Darts 
Masters and the World Matchplay. His match win percentage over 
these tournaments reduced to 57.1% (52.5% leg win percentage).

So how much has his performance dropped?

Firstly, beginning with his averages there is a clear decline. His 
early season form was showing him with a seasonal average of 
100.56, since his Premier League win however he’s only been 
averaging 96.14. Quite alarming that for the ‘Green Machine’.

His first-nine three-dart average of late (106.57) still remains one 
of the best but even that has fallen from 109.32, meaning instead 
of being on a finish after nine darts in 49.9% of legs, it’s recently 
been at 41.4%. Although his 180 per-leg ratio has remained pretty 
consistent over these two phases of analysis (0.24 to 0.23), he 
switches more than most so it’s probably more significant to note 
that his 171+ per-leg ratio has fallen from 0.38 to 0.33.

To compensate for this demise in his scoring power, MvG needed 
to finish better but it’s arguable that this is the part of his game 
that has dropped most. His double percentage when claiming the 
aforementioned early season titles was 44.4%, during his barren 
tournament spell this has been 34.4%, a 10% drop in double 
success rate is bound to impact upon results.

This fall in doubles percentage is down to some of his key doubles 
letting him down. 

His main ‘go to’ double in both stages of the season has been 
double 20. This has remained fairly consistent at 39.6% (21/53) 
from 41% (73/178) when winning his titles. 

His next few ‘go to’ doubles have not been the same however. 
Double 16 has dramatically fallen from 46.5% (59/127) to 28.3% 
(13/46), double eight has gone from 51.7% (45/87) to 45.8% 
(11/24) and double 10 has dropped from 53.2% (33/62) to 41.7% 
(10/24). Even his proficiency on bullseye has diminished, it was a 
superb 36.4% (16/44) but has been just 16.7% (3/18) of late. 

To compound this more it’s not just been on isolated darts at a 

double here and there, he’s not been very good with three darts 
in hand needing a double. Early in 2019, he finished the leg off 
81.6% of the time, this has now been just 67.7%, a huge decline 
for the world number one.

Perhaps he should take note of his checkout record on double 18, 
which has remained the same at 53.3% during both spells of play 
analysed and also his performance on double 12, which has gone 
from 42.6% (20/47) early season to 100% (5/5) since his Premier 
League triumph.

This drop in performance has ultimately allowed his opponents 
an extra visit to the oche. His average winning leg length in his 
excellent phase of form was a lowly 14.42 but is now 15.01. The 
lower figure included a nine-darter and saw him win 21.4% of legs 
within 12 darts or less and to stretch this further, 72.8% of legs 
within 15 darts or less. These two statistics of late have been just 
12.9% and 63.5% respectively. 

So, this extra visit has bought him back to the level of the chasing 
pack meaning if he runs into a player who can stay with him in 
the early phases of a match they ultimately run him close over 
the long course. Glen Durrant’s victory over him at the Winter 
Gardens is the perfect example of this, he just never relented and 
van Gerwen just couldn’t grind him down.

In fact another damning statistic to cement his drop in form has 
been his performance on the double, under pressure, namely 
third dart in hand. When he seemed unbeatable it was 43.8% 
(131/299), of late it’s been 31.4% (32/102), another reason his 
opponents have been getting that extra visit.

Whilst it would be folly to suggest that the demise of MvG is 
imminent, it certainly shows how much a drop in form can impact 
on a player, even the best player on the planet. He’s gone from 
averaging 100+ in 61.7% of his matches (29/47) to 14.3% (2/14).

I have little doubt that we’ll see him bounce back to form fairly 
soon and an imperious MVG playing at the top of the game is a 
sight to behold and one that gets fans on the edge of their seats. 
Even in his more recent performances we’ve seen glimpses of him 
at his best, he averaged 106.88 in defeating William O’Connor in 
the Dutch Darts Masters. Also, in defeat to Glen Durrant at the 
Winter Gardens that was not a defeat because he was sub-par; 
yes, he may have not produced his 103+ average that seemed the 
norm some twelve months or so ago, that was because Duzza was 
outstanding throughout.

The next tournaments on the agenda for MvG are the three World 
Series events in Australia and he may just put right all that I’ve 
pointed out. That wouldn’t be a surprise but if he continues to 
misfire the doubters will be quick to highlight his deficiencies.

stats analysis
WHY MICHAEL VAN GERWEN HAS UNDERGONE A BLIP IN FORM

Words: carl fletcher
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england darts

the origins of england darts

arts Planet TV is proud to announce that we are now in 
collaboration with England Darts.

This collaboration has been a long time coming and we 
would like to say a special thank you to Darren Hampton, 
Paul James, Tommy Thompson, Jean Haywood, Bradley 
Kirk (Youth Exec.) and Deta Hedman (Youth Ambassador) 
for all their hard work and support that made this 
opportunity happen.

England Darts have released the following statement:

“England Darts are pleased to announce a media partnership with 
DartsplanetTV. We are excited that DartsplanetTV can assist us to 
promote our existing and new events and initiatives to a wider public 
through their excellent publication, each month. In return, we can 
collaborate with them in covering a wider spectrum of the sport of 
darts.” - Tommy Thompson, Chairman of England Darts.

England Darts will be heavily featured across our website with a 
dedicated news feed on our homepage and our talented writer, Andrew 
Sinclair, has been assigned as their dedicated writer for future articles.

We are so excited to work with England Darts and look forward to what 
the future holds.

darts planet tv in collaboration 
with england dARTS

Words: Gavin rookyard

lthough England Darts are currently the largest promot-
er of events in world darts outside of the PDC, running 
26 events during the year, they have only been inde-
pendent from the BDO since 2007.

That separation from the BDO came when the organisa-
tion relinquished its control of the England internation-
al teams following the British government’s decision to 
abolish tobacco sponsorship in sport in 2003.

English counties were informed in November 2006 that the BDO’s finan-
cial support of England would immediately end, which left the national 
team in limbo with the Six Nations due to be played the following Febru-
ary and the British Internationals in April.

At the meeting, current England Darts chairman Tommy Thompson 
argued that England should be given a severance payment from the 
BDO, as much of the organisation’s wealth had come from events held 
in England. This didn’t happen, but an interest free loan of £15,000 was 
offered to help finance the forthcoming internationals.

After this, the first few years were a struggle as there were no events 
planned and therefore no capital or sponsorship. However, England 
Darts ran their first event in 2008, when Ross Montgomery beat Gary 
Anderson to win the England Open at Bunn Leisure. 

Since then the organisation has gone from strength to strength, run-
ning six BDO-ranked competitions every year, including the prestigious 
Isle of Man Open. They are also responsible for organising England’s 
international games, with the team’s trips to the Europe Cup and World 
Cup solely funded by the money raised from holding tournaments, and 
currently boast One80 and L-Style as sponsors. 
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Words: Andrew sinclair
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reparations are well underway for the 2019 WDF World 
Cup, due to be played in Cluj-Napoca in Romania from 
7th-12th October.

It is set to the biggest edition of the tournament to date, 
with 58 men’s teams, 54 ladies teams and 20 youth 
squads. There are singles, pairs and team competitions 
in each section, with the points from these added 
together over the course of the week to determine the 
World Champions. Australia won the men’s overall title 
in Kobe two years ago, ending a run of three consecutive 

England triumphs. The ladies and youth titles were both won in 2017 by 
the Netherlands.

England won the overall men’s and women’s titles at the 2018 Europe 
Cup, with Scott Mitchell and Dan Day lifting the men’s pairs title, Deta 
Hedman & Maria O’Brien winning the ladies pairs and also the ladies 
team trophy alongside Fallon Sherrock and Lorraine Winstanley. With 
that form in mind, England are heading to Romania confident of success.

Mitchell and Day are in the squad for October’s tournament alongside 
Warwickshire’s Nigel Heydon and Martin Atkins. The ladies team 
comprises Winstanley, Sherrock, O’Brien and ten-time World Champion 
Trina Gulliver. Reigning BDO World Youth champion Leighton Bennett is 
joined by Keelan Kay in the boys team, with 15-year-old Beau Greaves 
and Bristol’s Shannon Reeves making up the girls team.

Words: Andrew sinclair

PREPARATIONS UNDERWAY FOR BIGGEST 
EVER WDF WORLD CUP
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Jack Male and Nathan Potter were among the winners as 
the final England Youth Grand Prix events in 2019 were 
played in Northampton, Newbury and Blackburn across 
July and August.

Tyne and Wear’s Male, who won the British Teenage 
Open back in July, won the Northampton event with a 
win over grand prix table leader, Luke Littler (Lancashire). 
Losing semi-finalists were Cambridgeshire’s Connor 
Arberry and Norfolk thrower Potter. The girls title was 
won by England international Shannon Reeves (Bristol), 

who defeated Rosie O’Connor of Warwickshire in the final.

Potter and O’Connor made amends in Newbury by winning their first 
Grand Prix titles. Potter saw off Oxfordshire’s Lennon Craddock in the 
boys final, while O’Connor lifted the trophy courtesy of a win over Sussex’s 
Ashleigh Turner. Arberry was once again a losing semi-finalist alongside 
England international Mitchell McCarthy.

The Blackburn event took place on the same day and Luke Littler got 
a mark of revenge by beat Male in the final of the mixed competition. 
Fellow Lancastrian Nathan Care was a losing semi-finalist, as was Charlie 
Voorhees. Eleanor Cairns made sure that both titles stayed in the Red 
Rose county after beating Tyne and Wear’s Natasha Kennedy in the girls 
final.

With those tournaments now in the books, the regional qualifiers for 
the Grand Finals have been confirmed. Connor Arberry, Clywd’s George 
Lynch and Bedfordshire’s Hannah Meadwell will represent the Midlands 
region, while the qualifiers from the Southern table are Sussex throwers 
Tavis Dudeney and Lewis Gurney and Bristol’s Shannon Reeves. Littler is 
joined as a Northern qualifier by Yorkshire’s Charlie Manby and Lauren 
Stokoe from County Durham. 

The final event before the Grand Finals was the England Classic, held 
from the 7th-8th September in Selsey, and results there will determine 
the final ten boys and five girls that qualify for the grand finals in October.

he Thornaby Sports and Leisure Club on Teesside - 
home of Cleveland County darts - played host to the 
Scott Bros’ Cleveland Open on Sunday, August 25 to 
a packed room with players and spectators alike. The 
competition was also an England Darts Organisation 
event with valuable ranking points to be claimed.

There was a guaranteed payout of £500 for the Men’s 
winner, £150 for the Ladies’ champion and the Youth 
title picked up a very respectable £50. There was a 

guaranteed payout to the last 16 of the Men’s and the last eight in the 
Ladies’ with a total prize fund of a fantastic £1,500.

In the Men’s quarter-finals, there were victories for Tex Houghton - who 
beat Cleveland’s team manager, Gary Stephens. Carl Wilkinson beat 
Sean Jowers. Rising 12-year-old prodigy, Luke Littler, triumphed against 
Tony Wood and the Cleveland chairman, Barry Davies, conquered Paul 
Williams. 

In the semi-finals, Houghton saw off Wilkinson and Littler denied Davies. 
Houghton walked away with the winners’ prize against young Littler in 
a great final.

HOUGHTON BEATS 12-YEAR-OLD 
LITTLER TO CLEVELAND OPEN 
SUCCESS WHILE PRIUM TRIUMPH

In the Ladies’ quarter-finals, there were victories for Vicky Prium, Laura 
Patton, Linda Itherrulde and Anne-Marie Potts who defeated Sally 
Whiting, Giddy Khasoi, Jenny Sunnerdon and Zoe Holland, respectively. 

57-year-old Itherrulde defeated Potts whilst Pruim overcame Patton in 
the semi-finals, before a much deserved win followed for Pruim - who 
recorded a 5-2 scoreline against the former Women’s World Masters 
and England Open champion in a cracking final.

The Youth semi-finals did not disappoint either, Luke Littler beat Curtis 
Gardner and Lewis Coates won against Adam Pearce. Littler reigned 
supreme in the final by beating Coates to the title. It was a superb day 
for Littler, having finished as the runner-up in the Men’s event also.

Claire Stamper, a 40-year-old from Hartlepool, deserves much-needed 
praise for her sterling efforts in making sure that the Cleveland Open 
was a success. 

“I would like to personally thank everybody that attended the 
competition in Thornaby,” she said. “I believe we had a staggering 152 
registered players on the day itself, 103 men, 36 women and 13 for the 
youth. 

“A massive well done to Tex, Vicky and 12-year-old Luke, too.”

Claire continued: “A big thank you to Total Resin Solutions for sponsoring 
all of the dartboards, and also a special mention to McLurg Scaffolding. 
My superb sidekicks Carla Boyes and Angela Knowles helped me 
throughout the day and to Lynne Davies who assisted with the money 
cards and everybody else who I have failed to mention, thank you.”

There was also some good news from Claire regarding next year’s 
Cleveland Open. “The 2020 event will be held over the Saturday 
and the Sunday with a women’s singles and men’s warm up singles 
and men’s pairs on the Saturday,” remarked Claire. “The Sunday will 
consist of a main event singles with the ladies pairs plus a mixed 
pairs competition too. These will all take place on the weekend of 
August 29 and 30.”

“The Cleveland Open 2019 was a massive success for us and we will 
be bigger and better in 2020.”

Words:  Leslie harrisont Wins for Male and Potter as 
Youth Grand Prix draws to a 
close

Words: andrew sinclair
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MEET JAPAN’S 
DARTING 
PHENOMENON - 
16-YEAR-OLD 
SAKUTO SUESHIGE
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